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What’s in  
this booklet?
This STEM Explorer’s Guide includes three activities that will 
get you thinking about shapes and structures and how to 
create your own.

All About 
structures

OK, maybe not 
all, but enough to 
get us started.

Structures are all around us! We travel 
on them, live in them, store food in them, 
and so much more. You’ve probably built a 
structure yourself – maybe from blocks, 
paper, wood, or even blankets and pillows. 
Because structures are so critical to our 
communities and cultures, it’s important 
that we learn about their characteristics 
and how to create them ourselves.

The Burj Khalifa in  

Dubai, UAE, is currently the  

world’s tallest skyscraper.  

At 2,717 feet (828 meters) tall, it 

towers over any other building on 

the planet. But there are several 

countries (including the UAE) trying 

to build an even taller tower.  

Stay tuned! You might just  

see a new record-breaking  

tower popping up!

Did you know?
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Activity 1
If you look around at the structures in your home and outside, 
you’ll see that structures are made up of shapes, or polygons. 
In this activity, we’re going to explore some ways to make 
different kinds of shapes with the chenille stems. 

Chenille stems 

Not includedincluded

What You’ll Need
Let’s Make

Pencil

step 1
Let’s start off with some riddles! Answer each in the following spaces.
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1 I have four sides and all my angles are 90 degrees. Two of my sides 
are longer than my other two sides. What am I?

ANSWER DRAW A PICTURE OF IT
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Polygons, or shapes, are closed figures (there 
are no gaps in the shape) with straight sides 
and angles (there are no curved lines). 

step 2
Your turn. Write a riddle where the answer would be a shape. Ask 
someone else to solve it!

Riddle: 

I have eight equal sides and you often see me when I ask you 
to STOP. What am I?

I’m not a polygon because I have curved sides. I just keep 
going around and around and around. What am I? 

ANSWER DRAW A PICTURE OF IT

ANSWER DRAW A PICTURE OF IT

ANSWER DRAW A PICTURE OF IT
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step 3
Now, let’s see what polygons we can make 
using the chenille stems. Using one chenille 
stem, make a square. Notice how many 
angles and edges (lines) it has.

STEP 4
Can you make 
a triangle? How 
many angles and 
edges does it have?

STEP 5
Can you make a polygon with five equal 
sides? This is a pentagon. You might 
have heard about the US government 
building called The Pentagon. Can you 
guess why it’s called that? 

Think About It
Why do you think 
learning about polygons 
would help you build 
better structures?

How many different polygons can you 
make from one chenille stem? Can you 
increase that number if you use two or 
three chenille stems?



Activity 2
Structures can be anything from houses we live in, roads we 
drive on, or chairs we sit in. In this activity, you’ll learn about the 
five different kinds of structures and go on a hunt for them! 

What You’ll Need

Let’s HUNT

Pencil

Not included
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step 1
You have so many structures around you! Let’s go on a  
hunt for them. Using the following chart, look for two  
examples of each kind of structure. Look for structures in  
your house, around your neighborhood while you go for a walk 
(make sure you ask an adult before you go!), or when you’re 
driving around! Tip: Examples are included, but you should 
 find items that are NOT listed as examples.
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Think About It
How are structures 
similar? How are 
they different?
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STRUCTURE TYPE EXAMPLES WRITE OR DRAW  
TWO YOU FOUND

Supporting:  
holds itself and  
other things up

chair,  
bridge

Sheltering:  
holds itself  
up and other  
things out

house,  
dog crate

Containing:  
holds itself  
up and  
something  
else in

milk  
carton,  
food can

Directing: controls the 
flow of materials (or 
humans) going from 
one place to another

freeway, 
escalator

Transporting: 
provides support 
and moves itself and 
something else

sailboat,  
delivery truck

Structures are made up of polygons such 
as squares, rectangles, or triangles. Think of 
the structures you saw in this activity. What 
shapes did they have?



Activity 3
You’ve learned about polygons, and you’ve learned about 
different kinds of structures – let’s put that knowledge 
together to create an amazing structure!

What You’ll Need

Let’s Make

Cardboard tubes

Chenille stems

Not included

included

Sketch area 
(provided in the back 
of this booklet) 

OPTIONAL BUILDING 
MATERIALS
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COLORED PENCILS, 
CRAYONS, OR MARKERS

Scissors



step 1
Think about the different structures 
you’ve learned about. 

step 2
Select the type of structure you’d like to create. 
This can be one you’ve seen, or it could be a 
structure from your imagination.

step 5
Start building!

step 3
Look at the materials you have 
available. In addition to the chenille 
stems and tubes, you could also 
use household items such as tape, 
glue, empty boxes, string, coloring 
materials, and so on.

step 4
Draw a picture of what you’d 
like to create. Your design 
can change as you build, but 
it’s important that you plan 
BEFORE you start building!
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step 6
If your structure doesn’t turn out 
the way you want, think about 
what’s not working and what 
is. Make modifications to your 
structure when needed.

step 7
When your 
structure is 
complete, 
show it off! 

Modifications are 
changes that make 
things better.

Tag #BuiltwithPitsco on social.

How do you think your building 
process is similar to what architects and 
engineers do when they design and 
build structures?

Show off what you made! 

What was challenging about 
building your structure? What 
was easy?

Think About It
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Sketch Area
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Sketch Area
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Sketch Area
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Sketch Area



SCAN MESCAN ME
with your 

phone 
camera.

@ HOME
But wait, there’s more!

More learning, more resources, more  
activities, and more giveaways. 

Visit Pitsco.com/STEMatHome.


